Organizations are struggling to engage customers with complex customer sign-up processes and facing high customer drop-out rates due to lengthy and inconvenient account sign-up. ABBYY Mobile Web Capture is a JavaScript based software development kit that can be embedded into your on-boarding processes to automatically capture any document using a mobile camera within a webpage. Just point your device’s camera at a document and Mobile Web Capture does all the work – no clicks or adjustments required.

**Key Benefits**

**Enhance the customer experience**
Improve customer interactions by minimizing the effort required to manually capture and deliver data to on-boarding processes.

**Eliminate custom development**
Easily integrate a pre-built, comprehensive, web-based capture solution, reducing mobile application development resources.

**Speed the capture of customer information**
Automatically capture identification or other relevant documents accurately during the account-sign up process within the customer onboarding journey.

**Gain a competitive advantage**
Provide your customers with a seamless customer experience within their onboarding journey while saving development resources, giving you a leg up on the competition.

**Key Features**

**Automatic image capture**
Mobile Web Capture allows your customers to automatically capture images of documents using their mobile device to complete transactions using their mobile web browser without the need to physically snap a picture.

**Automatic document detection**
Because of the intuitive capabilities built into Mobile Web Capture, the software automatically detects the ideal time to capture an image best suitable for OCR.

**Automatic pre-processing**
Mobile Web Capture optimizes image quality by automatically detecting boundaries, cropping the document, correcting its perspective.

**Frictionless processing**
Capture customer documents from a mobile device with a browser and route accurate information to processes faster and cheaper without the need for human intervention.

**Zero footprint architecture**
Mobile Web Capture’s browser-based capabilities utilize a zero-footprint architecture that eliminates the need for users to download special software to capture the image.

**Process customization**
ABBYY Mobile Web Capture allows for the development of custom solutions, support for specific business processes and easy integration into enterprise workflows.